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1 OVERVIEW 

This guide will walk Splash users through the steps of configuring the Salesforce integration. Each 
feature of the integration will be discussed, and a simple integration use case presented.  
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2 INTEGRATING WITH SALESFORCE 

Salesforce is powerful tool for businesses, covering an expansive range of use cases. Splash has built an 
integration tool to help connect and synchronize it with Salesforce. This integration focuses on 
representing Splash events and attendees within Salesforce.  
This guide will walk through both setting up a basic integration with Salesforce, to synchronize events as 
campaigns and attendees as contacts, as well as the large number of additional options that can be used 
to tightly customize this integration’s behaviors. 
To use this integration and follow along with this guide, you will of course need access to a Salesforce 
environment with login credentials on hand. Each Splash environment can only configure one Salesforce 
integration. It is also worth noting that Splash synchronizes with Salesforce in batches every five 
minutes, as this is a more economical approach to the Salesforce API. 
The Salesforce integration can be found under your account info screen. Starting at 
www.splashthat.com, click on “Log In.” 

 

Figure 1. Splash Landing Page 

Enter your Splash credentials. 

http://www.splashthat.com/
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Figure 2. Splash Login 

This will bring you to the Events Page. Click on the account icon in the top right. 

 

Figure 3. User Account Icon 

From the dropdown, choose “Account Info.” 
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Now on the Account Info page, click on the “Salesforce” tab at the top.  
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3 BASIC SETUP 

3.1 OAuth 

This page contains the options for configuring the Splash-to-Salesforce integration. It is divided into 
several sections. The first one, “Splash + Salesforce Settings,” deals with the general settings that will 
define how the two will interact. Click on this section to expand it. 

 

At the top you will give Splash the authorization to access your Salesforce account. There are two ways 
to doing this, but Splash strongly recommends using the OAuth option. To do this, click on the green 
“Authenticate With OAuth Instead of Password & Token” button.  

Note: Above this button is a checkbox for setting whether the account you are connecting to is a 
sandbox account. 

 

This will open a new tab in Salesforce.com where you can enter your credentials. On logging in, 
Salesforce will ask you if you want to give Splash access. Click on “Allow.” 
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Splash will now be able to access the Salesforce API, allowing the integration to work. 

 

3.2 Credentials 

The second method for giving Splash access is to sign in from Splash using your Salesforce credentials 
directly. 
For this, you will need your username. 

Note: Once you have entered these they will be saved and hidden the next time you visit this 
page.  
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Then your password. 

 

And finally, your security token. 

Note: If you do not know your security token, please refer to Salesforce’s documentation here to 
find it. 
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To see if your credentials worked properly, you can click on “Test Integration.”  

 

It should display a notification of a successful test. 

 

3.3 Utilization 

There are several more options in this initial section which deal with when this configuration will be 
utilized. The first toggles whether the integration is enabled or not.  

Note: Each Splash environment only has one Salesforce configuration.  
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You can also configure the integration so that an event can be specifically excluded from your 
Salesforce workflow. 

 

There is also the option to exclude certain organizational user groups from the Salesforce integration.  
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Checking this box, and then selecting “Add Group” will create a dropdown where you can add a new 
group to the excluded list. 
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4 BEHAVIOR 

4.1 Contacts, Leads, and Campaigns 

With the credentials and usage set up, we can turn our attention to how it will handle syncing data with 
Salesforce. Contacts, leads, and campaigns are the first ones to get set up, with a number of options to 
consider. 
You can decide whether new contacts in Splash will result in the creation of new leads or new contacts 
in Salesforce. The default is a lead, but this guide will set it to “Contact” instead.  

 

New campaigns can be created with the creation of each new event. 

 

 

You can set the integration up so that attendees will be added to Salesforce campaigns as campaign 
members.  
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You can tie member status updates to Splash attendee actions. The default is all actions, but realistically 
most users will choose to limit these. This guide will switch off “Added,” “Invited,” and “RSVP No,” so 
that focus placed on statuses around those most likely to attend the event. 

 

When lead and contacts are synced with Salesforce, deduplication is one of the most important 
questions to consider. Splash will at first be configured to check only leads for duplicates before adding 
them, but can be set to check only contacts, or both leads and contacts. There are also many cases 
where you may want to handle deduplication via a more dedicated process, and so it can also be turned 
off entirely. This guide will set the option to “Both.” 

 

Splash can be set up to simply update existing contacts or leads, to only add new ones, or to add new 
ones and update the existing ones. This guide will leave it as the default and only create new ones. 
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4.2 Lookup Conditions 

In order to match Splash Objects with Salesforce objects, there need to be identifying pieces of 
information that the two will share in common. The lookup conditions for an object is the space where 
this relationship can be defined.  

 

A field from the Salesforce object is mapped to a corresponding field in the Splash object. For Leads and 
Contacts, this will typically mean the email field, which Splash will default to.  

 

You can match on additional fields by clicking on “Add Or Condition.” 
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This will add another row of fields to match between the two. You can remove one of the conditions by 
clicking “Remove Or Condition.” 

Note: There must always be at least one field mapping.  

 

4.3 Ticket Purchases 

Frequently users will choose to configure a ticket sale as an opportunity in Salesforce. In these cases, 
toggling the option to the “On” state will prompt Splash to create a closed-won opportunity in 
Salesforce for the value of the ticket whenever one is sold.  
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This can also be done for free tickets. By default, both will be turned on. 

 

4.4 Accounts 

Similar to the lookup conditions for leads and contacts, there is also a space to configure the lookup 
conditions for accounts. The key difference here is that the default will be to map account names in 
Salesforce to company names in Splash, and additional conditions cannot be added. 

 

There may be many cases where an account name is not found that matches the company name 
entered in Splash by a contact. Most often this is due to small variations in spelling of a company name 
between attendees. To solve this, a dummy account can be specified so that these contacts or leads can 
be sorted out manually later to their proper accounts. This guide will use an account called 
“default_fallback” for this.  
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5 OBJECT SETTINGS 

5.1  Salesforce Objects 

You can configure how Splash will interact with each Salesforce object and its fields. Below “Global 
Action” will be a section for each: “Campaign,” “Lead,” “Contact,” “CampaignMember,” “Account,” and 
“Opportunity.”  

 

In these sections will be tabs for each of the fields that will be mapped to Salesforce from Splash. To the 
right of the name of each object’s section is a button to add a new field.  

 

If you need to delete a field, mousing over any of them will reveal a “Delete” button on the far right. 
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5.2 Modifying A Field 

It may be desirable to follow a particular naming convention for Salesforce campaigns. Splash can follow 
such conventions with its field mapping. To demonstrate how, we will map the event type, followed by 
the city, the title, and the user who created it, to the Campaign Object’s “Name” field. 
Under “Campaign,” find the “Name” field and click on it. 

 

This will open a set of options for configuring how the field will be mapped. 

 

If you want to change which field you are working with, you can click on the name of the field and select 
the alternate one from the dropdown. 

Note: Just above this field is a checkbox for setting the field to be required. 
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The data type can be manually set to the right of the field.  

 

Below the Salesforce field, find “Mapped Field” and click on it. 

 

This opens a modal to manage what fields will be mapped into this campaign name field. By default, 
“Title” is the only fields listed. Click on “Add Field” near the bottom. 
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Another row is added below “Title.” Click on it to open the dropdown of available Splash fields and scroll 
down to find “Event Type.” 

 

Then click “Done.”  
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Repeat this step for “Event City” and “User Email Address.” 

Note: Clicking done with no field selected will delete the row. 

 

To get the correct order, you can mouse over a field, then click and drag it to the correct position in the 
order. Click on “Title” and drag it down to the third position. 
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Then, click “Save.” 
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You can optionally enter default values as well, should something go wrong with the Splash fields.  

 

You can configure Splash to replace specific values in the “Value Mapping” section. 

 

5.3 Special Cases 

Some fields and objects have special options attached to them to more closely fine tune their behavior. 
Contacts and leads are a good example of this. If you open the “FirstName” field under “Lead,” the tab 
will look largely the same, except for one extra dropdown. 
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Clicking on this will open a list of ways to handle updating values in this field. By default, it will be set to 
never update, but you can also set it to update values, as well only update it when empty. For 
something like a first name, you might want to only record this field once, so change it to “Only Update 
When Empty.” 

 

Another Special case is the CampaignMember status.  
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The Value Mapping for this field is fixed in its current configuration, so that attendee actions in Splash 
can be regularized in Salesforce as CampaignMember Statuses. 

Note: You can change what these values mapping responses are, but not which values will be 
mapped.  

 

The default value for the field is also automatically set to “Invited.” 
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6 TESTING THE CONFIGURATION 

6.1 Creating and Event 

To test the integration, we will create an event, submit an RSVP form, and then verify the creation of a 
campaign, contact, and campaign member in Salesforce.  
Before it can be tested however, make sure to save the integration. 

 

Returning to the Events Page, click on “Create Event.” 

 

Fill out the form with appropriate sample information.  

Note: The “Domain” field must be unique. 
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If you decided to allow events to be specifically excluded from Salesforce, it will be here in the event 
creation form that there will be an additional checkbox near the bottom for specifying that the event 
created is to be excluded. For the sake of this test, leave this option unchecked. 
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Then choose a theme that fits well for the event. 

 

6.2 RSVP a Guest 

Once the event has been created, you will be brought to its page, where you can modify and customize 
the event. 

 

In the menu on the right of this page, find the “View as Guest” option. 
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This will bring you to the public-facing version of this page. Select “RSVP.” 

 

This will bring up the RSVP form. Fill out some appropriate guest information and click “Submit.” 
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6.3 Verifying in Salesforce 

Logged in to your salesforce environment, find the search bar at the top and type in the name of the 
event that you created and click on the result. 

Note: The Salesforce integration will synchronize once every 5 minutes, so you might have to wait 
briefly before the new campaigns and contacts will be sent.  

 

You should see the name of the event, modified by the field mapping from earlier in the guide, as well as 
a chart indicating that there is one campaign member. 
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Click on “View All.” 

 

This will bring you to a list of the campaign members, and you should see your sample event attendee 
listed as a lead. 

 

6.4 The Debugger 

In the event of an error, the integration has a built-in debugger. Back in the Salesforce integration tab, 
find the “Debugger” option at the top next to “Test Integration” and “Save Integration.” 
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Clicking on this will open the debugger in a modal. 

 

It will ask for the event URL or ID. The URL is simply the URL of the public facing page, which you can 
copy and paste from your browser’s address bar. 

 

If you want to use the event ID instead, then on event page, find the button for “Event Settings.” 
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In this tab you have access to many behind-the-scenes options for your events. In the menu at the top, 
locate the “Site Metadata” tab. 

 

In this tab, at the very bottom, you will find “Event ID.” Copy and paste this in to the field in the 
debugger modal. 
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Once you have specified the event, you need to choose an action for the debugger from the dropdown. 
Begin with “Load Salesforce Error History.” 

 

If an error happened, it will be listed here in a table with some brief information about the nature of the 
error. 
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You can click on “View Log” to get more detailed information. 
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“Load Full Guest List Report” will retrieve the entire guest list that Salesforce has for the event in 
question. 

 

It will return a list with each guest and information about them such as their Splash ID, Salesforce ID, 
their status in Salesforce and in Splash, and more.  

 

“Load Salesforce Object” will retrieve from Salesforce the information about that object, taking the 
object type and an automatically populated ID. 

Note: You can find the Salesforce Object ID for a Campaign in the “Event Settings” tab. 
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Salesforce will send back each field and value from the specified object. 

 

“Describe Salesforce Object” takes in an object type, in this case a campaign, and an object ID, which will 
once again be automatically populated.  
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It will retrieve all of the fields and their types, in addition to whether Splash must map them, and 
whether they have values. Selecting one of these values will expand that field’s row and display each 
field. 
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